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SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN Ba1�xKxBiO3: POSSIBLE SCENARIOOF SPATIALLY SEPARATED FERMI�BOSE MIXTUREA. P. Menushenkov, K. V. Klementev, A. V. KuznetsovMosow State Engineering Physis Institute115409, Mosow, RussiaM. Yu. KaganP. L. Kapitza Institute for Physial Problems117334, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 16 Marh 2001We propose a new senario for the metal�insulator phase transition and superondutivity in the perovskite-likebismuthates Ba1�xKxBiO3 (BKBO) based on our EXAFS studies. We show that two types of harge arriers,the loal pairs (real-spae bosons) and the itinerant eletrons, exist in the metalli ompound Ba1�xKxBiO3(x � 0:37). The real-spae bosons are responsible for the harge transport in semionduting BaBiO3 and forsuperondutivity in the metalli BKBO. The appearane of the Fermi-liquid state as the perolation thresholdis overome (x � 0:37) explains the observed metal�insulator phase transition. Beause bosons and fermionsoupy di�erent types of the otahedral BiO6 omplexes, they are separated in real spae, and therefore, thespatially separated Fermi�Bose mixture of a new type is likely to be realized in the bismuthates. The natureof superondutivity is onsistently explained in the framework of this senario. A new superonduting oxideBa1�xLaxPbO3 has been suessfully synthesized to hek our onlusions.PACS: 74.20.Mn, 74.72.Yg1. INTRODUCTIONThe onept of the extremely strong-oupling su-perondutivity with preexisted loal pairs was �rst in-trodued by Shafroth [1℄ in the middle of the �fties.His statement was that in the extremely type-II su-perondutors, where �0kF . 1, the nature of the su-peronduting transition orresponds to the loal pairformation (pairing in the real, rather than in the mo-mentum spae) at some relatively high temperature T �and to the Bose�Einstein ondensation (BEC) of pairsat a lower ritial temperature T < T �. Later on,Alexandrov and Ranninger developed this onept [2℄for narrow-band materials with an extremely strongeletron�phonon oupling onstant (� � 1), wherethe standard Eliashberg theory [3℄ beomes inadequate.The key issue of their approah was the statement thatin narrow bands, where the polaron formation is impor-tant, it is possible, in priniple, to reate the onditionsfor two polarons to e�etively oupy the same poten-tial well prepared within a self-onsistent proedure.

At approximately the same time, Leggett andNozieres [4, 5℄ developed a general theory that de-sribed a smooth interpolation between the BCS-typepairing in the momentum spae for a weak eletron�eletron attration and the pairing in the real spae fora strong eletron�eletron attration. There were tworuial points in their papers [4, 5℄. (i) The results arevalid independently of the atual nature of the short-range e�etive attration between eletrons; (ii) theyhave self-onsistently investigated the standard equa-tion for the superonduting gap and the equation forthe onservation of the number of partiles. The mostimportant result of Nozieres and Leggett is that forT � > T (in other words, for the binding energy of aloal pair jEbj > "F ), one has a normal bosoni metalthat is responsible for the eletron transport. Later on,Ranninger [6; 7℄ introdued the onept of the two-bandFermi�Bose mixture. His senario involves the ontri-butions of fermioni and bosoni quasipartiles to theeletron transport for T < T < T �.Soon after the disovery of high-T superondu-700



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 3 (9), 2001 Superondutivity in Ba1�xKxBiO3 : : :tors, Anderson [8℄ reintrodued the onept of loalpairs. He also used two bands of the fermioni andbosoni quasipartiles. In his approah, the super-onduting transition was related to the BEC in thebosoni band of harge exitations, the holons, whilethe presene of a large Fermi surfae was guaranteedby the fermioni band of spin exitations, the spinons.Unfortunately, even this beautiful approah was not to-tally suessful beause at least in one layer, the BEC ofholons yields the superondutive pair harge e insteadof 2e measured experimentally.Later on, Geshkenbein, Io�e, and Larkin [9℄ phe-nomenologially reonsidered the model of the Fermi�Bose mixture at the level of the Ginzburg�Landau ex-pansion oe�ients and showed that several impor-tant experiments in the underdoped high-T materi-als an be naturally explained within this form ofthe Ginzburg�Landau funtional. At present, there-fore, the question of whether a two-band Fermi�Bosemixture senario is appliable to high-temperature su-peronduting (HTSC) materials remains open. Thematerials that an be best desribed by this senarioare the bismuth family of high-T superondutorsBi2Sr2CaCu2O8+Æ, where kF �0 � 2, and the tunnelingexperiments of Rener et al. [10℄ signal the formation ofa su�iently large and stable pseudogap at tempera-tures well above T.In this paper, we disuss the possibility of a two-band Fermi�Bose mixture senario in an entirely dif-ferent lass of superondutors with a relatively highritial temperature T � 30K, namely in the bar-ium bismuthates Ba1�xKxBiO3. The key issue of ourpaper is the possibility of the existene of spatiallyseparated subsystems of fermioni and bosoni quasi-partiles in these materials. The ubi perovskitesBaPb1�xBixO3 (BPBO) and Ba1�xKxBiO3 (BKBO)have been known and extensively studied sine 1975and 1988 respetively. A large number of the �rst-priniple alulations have been arried out [11�17℄to explain the high-temperature superondutivity inthese ompounds. However, most of the unusual prop-erties of the BaBiO3-family ompounds mentioned inthe early review by Uhida et al. [18℄ still remain un-explained. From our point of view, the reason is thatthese alulations were done in the mean-�eld approxi-mation, and therefore, they adequately desribe rystalstrutures with the translational symmetry but annotexplain the peuliarities of the eletroni properties ofBPBO and BKBO following from the loal struturedistortions. Suh distortions, whih were observed bythe loal sensitive methods suh as the XPS [19℄, Ra-man sattering [20℄, and EXAFS [21�24℄, destroy the

translation symmetry. Therefore, the mean-�eld ap-proximation annot desribe the loal eletroni stru-ture.Based on the low-temperature EXAFS study of theBKBO and BPBO ompounds, the motion of the lo-al eletroni pairs orrelated with the lattie vibra-tions was established in our reent work [22℄. We foundthat di�erent eletron �llings of the upper antibondingBi6s�O2p�� orbital of the BiO6 otahedra lead to theformation of a double-well potential for the vibrationof some part of the oxygen ions. The observed anoma-lies have been disussed in the framework of di�erenttheoretial models of superondutivity. We found thatnone of them an fully explain our experimental resultsand proposed a phenomenologial model of the rela-tionship between the loal rystal and the loal ele-troni strutures.We here present a relatively new onept of super-ondutivity in bismuthates based on an interplay be-tween spatially separated Fermi and Bose subsystems.In ontrast to the previous theoretial models and al-ulations, we take the results obtained in a number ofloal sensitive measurements into aount [19�24℄.The paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2, wepresent the basi experimental fats pertaining to theloal eletroni and rystal struture peuliarities andonsider their relation to the superonduting and thenormal transport properties of BKBO. We then showhow these basi fats an be naturally explained withinthe senario of two spatially separated bands of thefermioni and bosoni quasipartiles. In Se. 3, onse-quently, we disuss the nature of superondutivity inthe bismuthates within this senario. We onlude thepaper by summarizing our model and disussing severaladditional experiments that would help give a de�niteanswer as to whether our proposal is the only possibil-ity for a superonduting pairing in bismuthates.2. SPATIALLY SEPARATED FERMI�BOSEMIXTUREBaBiO3, whih is a parent ompound for the bis-muthates Ba1�xKxBiO3 and BaPb1�xBixO3, repre-sents a harge-density-wave (CDW) insulator havingtwo gaps: an optial gap with Eg = 1:9 eV and anativation (transport) gap with Ea = 0:24 eV [18℄. Apartial replaement of Ba by K in BKBO auses the de-rease of the gaps, and as a result, the insulator�metaltransition and superondutivity are observed at thedoping levels x & 0:37. The superondutivity remainsup to the doping level x � 0:5 orresponding to the so-701



A. P. Menushenkov, K. V. Klementev, A. V. Kuznetsov, M. Yu. Kagan ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 3 (9), 2001lubility limit of K in BKBO, but the maximum ritialtemperature T � 30 K is ahieved for x � 0:4 [25, 26℄.A. Loal rystal struture peuliaritiesA three-dimensional nature of the ubi perovskite-like struture of the bismuthates di�ers from the two-dimensional one in the HTSC uprates. The buildingblok in the bismuthates is the BiO6 otahedral om-plex (the analogue of CuOn (n = 4; 5; 6) in HTSC ma-terials). The otahedral omplexes are the most tightlybound items of the struture beause of a strong ova-lene of the Bi6s�O2p� bonds. Aording to the rys-tallographi data [27℄, the rystal struture of a par-ent BaBiO3 ompound represents the alternating ar-rangement of the expanded and ontrated BiO6 o-tahedra (referred to as the �breathing� distortion) inthe barium lattie. This alternation and the stati ro-tation of the otahedra around the axis [110℄ produea monolini distortion of the ubi lattie. As shownin Refs. [21; 22; 28℄, the larger soft otahedron orre-sponds to the BiO6 omplex with the ompletely �lledBi6s�O2p orbitals and the smaller rigid otahedron or-responds to the BiL2O6 omplex. Here, L2 denotes thefree level in the antibonding Bi6s�O2p�� orbital of thesmaller otahedral omplex.The K doping of BaBiO3 is equivalent to the holedoping and leads to a partial replaement of the largersoft otahedra BiO6 by the smaller rigid otahedraBiL2O6 [22℄. This auses the derease and the even-tual disappearane of the stati breathing and tiltingdistortions; the lattie must therefore ontrat despitethe pratially equal ioni radii of K+ and Ba2+. Asa result, the average struture beomes a simple ubione at the doping level x = 0:37 in aordane with theneutron di�ration data [29℄. However, the loal EX-AFS probes [21, 22, 24℄ showed a signi�ant di�ereneof the loal rystal struture from the average one. Wefound that the oxygen ions belonging to the di�erentBiO6 and BiL2O6 otahedra vibrate in a double-wellpotential, while those having an equivalent environ-ment of the two equal BiL2O6 otahedra osillate ina simple harmoni potential [21, 22℄. This very un-usual behavior is losely related to the loal eletronistruture of BKBO.B. Loal eletroni strutureThe oexistene of the two types of the otahedra inBaBiO3 with di�erent Bi�O bond lengths and strengthsre�ets the di�erent eletroni strutures of BiO6 om-plexes. The valene band of BaBiO3 is determined
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Fig. 1. The sheme of the formation of an eletronistruture for the di�erent otahedral BiO6 omplexesby the overlap of the Bi6s and O2p orbitals [11, 30℄,and beause of a strong Bi6s�O2p� hybridization, theotahedra an be onsidered as quasimoleular om-plexes [31℄. Eah omplex involves ten eletron levelsonsisting of four bonding�antibonding Bi6s�O2p� or-bitals and six nonbonding O2p� orbitals. A monoliniunit ell inludes two otahedra and ontains 38 valeneeletrons (10 from two bismuth ions, 4 from two bariumions, and 24 from six oxygen ions). All the Bi�O bondlengths must be equal and loal magneti momentsmust be present for the equal eletron �lling of thenearest otahedra (BiL1O6 + BiL1O6). However, thepresene of two types of otahedral omplexes and theabsene of any loal magneti moment were observedexperimentally [18, 32℄. A sheme of the valene dis-proportionation 2BiL1O6 ! BiL2O6+BiO6 was thenproposed [22℄ in whih the numbers of oupied statesare di�erent in the neighboring otahedral omplexes:the otahedron BiL2O6 ontains 18 eletrons and hasone free level or a hole pair L2 in the upper antibond-ing Bi6s�O2p�� orbital, while in the otahedron BiO6with 20 eletrons, the antibonding orbital is �lled asshown in Fig. 1. It is quite natural that the BiL2O6otahedra have sti� quasimoleular Bi�O bonds and asmaller radius, while the BiO6 otahedra represent un-stable moleules with the �lled antibonding orbital anda larger radius.Thus, in BaBiO3 one has an alternating system ofthe two types of the otahedral omplexes �lled withloal pairs: the hole pairs in BiL2O6 omplexes and theeletron pairs in BiO6 omplexes. In other words, theparent ompound is a system with the real-spae [33℄or hard-ore [16℄ bosons (i.e., with at most one bosonper site).The loal pair formation in BaBiO3 was advoatedpreviously, e.g., in Refs. [15; 16; 18; 34�38℄. The bindingmehanism for the pairs is probably of an eletroni na-ture [16, 35℄ in aordane with Varma's piture of thepairing due to the skipping of the valene �4+� by the702



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 3 (9), 2001 Superondutivity in Ba1�xKxBiO3 : : :Bi ion [35℄. However, one annot fully exlude the lat-tie mediated pairing [18, 34, 37℄ in aordane with deJongh's statement [36℄ that the preferene to retain thelose-shell strutures overomes the Coulomb repulsionrelated to the intrasite bipolaron formation.The loal eletroni struture of BaBiO3 ombinedwith the real-spae loal rystal struture is presentedin Fig. 2a. There are no free fermioni arriers in thissystem, and the ondutivity is only due to the trans-fer of the arrier pairs [18, 28℄. Experimentally, BaBiO3shows a semionduting-type behavior with the energygap Ea = 0:24 eV. This transport gap does not show upin photoondutivity, optial absorption, and photoa-ousti measurements [39℄ and an be explained onlyas a two-partile transport with the ativation energy2Ea due to the deloalization of pairs. From our pointof view, the transport gap value is de�ned by the om-bined e�et of the intersite Coulomb repulsion and theloal lattie deformation due to the stati breathingdistortion.The optial gap, in similarity with Varma's [35℄ sug-gestion, osts the energyEg = Eb + 2Ea = 2E(BiL1O6)�� [E(BiO6) +E(BiL2O6)℄ (1)and is observed experimentally as the optial ondu-tivity peak at the photon energy h� = 1:9 eV [18℄.(Here, Eb is the pair binding energy related to the dis-soiation of pairs.)In aordane with Eq. (1), the optial exitationmust produe a loal lattie deformation via the trans-formation of the two di�erent otahedra into equiva-lent ones: BiL2O6+BiO6 h��! 2BiL1O6. Consequently,this dynamial loal lattie deformation is manifestedin the Raman spetra as an abnormally large ampli-tude of breathing-type vibrations of the oxygen ota-hedra if the resonane laser exitation with h� = Eg isused [31; 37; 40℄. The abrupt derease of the mode am-plitude was observed when lasers with di�erent wave-lengths were used [40℄.It is important to emphasize that there are no freefermions in the system. Only the exited fermions anbe produed by the unpairing, and they do not give anyontribution to the harge transport beause of a highvalue of Eb. The bosoni and the fermioni subsys-tems are therefore separated both spatially and ener-getially, and hene, the Fermi�Bose mixture is absentin the parent ompound.This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3a, where weshematially present the one-partile density of states.For x = 0, the �lled bosoni band is separated from

the empty fermioni band (the exited band F 0) by thelarge optial gap Eg and from the empty bosoni bandB by the smaller transport gap 2Ea. The bosoni bandplays the role of a ondution band for bosoni quasi-partiles involved in the ativation transport. In aor-dane with Ref. [41℄, the �lled and empty bosoni bandshave, respetively, the hole-like and eletron-like dis-persions in the representation of the one-partile den-sity of states. Beause bosons and fermions are alwaysspatially separated (i.e., belong to di�erent otahedraomplexes), we show their densities of states in the dif-ferent sides of the pitures.C. Formation of the Fermi�Bose mixtureThe substitution of the two K+ ions for two Ba2+ones modi�es the BiO6 omplex to the BiL2O6 one. Asa result, the number of small sti� BiL2O6 otahedra in-reases as n0(1+x)=2 and the number of large soft BiO6otahedra dereases as n0(1�x)=2, where n0 = 1=a3 isthe number of unit ells and a is the lattie parameter.Clusters of the BiL2O6 omplexes are formed with dop-ing, whih ontrats the lattie beause of small radiiand the rigid bonds of the BiL2O6 omplexes.The hanges in the rystal struture are aompa-nied by essential hanges in the loal eletroni stru-ture. A spatial overlap of the L2 levels leads to theirsplitting into an empty fermioni-like band F insidethe BiL2O6 � : : :�BiL2O6 Fermi luster (see Fig. 2b).In the doping range x < 0:37, this su�iently narrowband is still separated from the oupied Bi6s�O2psubband. The number of the empty eletroni statesin the F band inreases with x as n̂F = n0(1 + x),while the number of the loal eletron pairs dereasesas nB = n0(1� x)=2.The free motion of the pairs is still prevented bythe intersite Coulomb repulsion (Ea 6= 0), whih issreened inside the lusters, however. When the Fermilusters are formed, the ondutivity ours beauseof the motion of the pairs through the lusters of dif-ferent lengths. The BKBO ompounds demonstratea semionduting-type ondutivity hanging from asimple ativation type to the Mott's law with variable-range hopping [42℄.At the doping level x � 0:37 (see Fig. 2 andFig. 3), the following ardinal hanges our.(i) The breathing and the rotational stati lattiedistortions transform to the dynami ones. At the Boseand the Fermi luster borders, where all the oxygen ionsbelong to both the BiO6 and BiL2O6 otahedra, theloal breathing dynami distortion is observed as theoxygen ion vibration in a double-well potential [21, 22℄.703
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x = 1 metalx > 0:37 superonduting metalFig. 2. The sheme of the insulator�metal phase transition for the K-doping of Ba1�xKxBiO3 in the framework of therelationship between the loal rystal and the loal eletroni strutures. The loal rystal struture of the otahedral om-plexes (at the top) and the loal eletroni struture (at the bottom) are shown in pitures (a)�(d). The oupied statesof the Bi6s�O2p valene band are marked by grey. 2Ea is the ativation gap. Blak and white irles with arrows denote,respetively, the eletrons and the holes with the opposite spin orientations. (a) The monolini phase of the insulatorBaBiO3 ompound. (b) The orthorhombi phase of a semionduting BKBO at 0 < x < 0:37. The splitting of the freelevel L2 at the spatial overlap of the BiL2O6 otahedra is skethed. () The undistorted ubi phase of a superondutingmetal at x > 0:37. The formation of a Fermi-liquid state is shown arising due to the overlap of the unoupied fermioniband F with the oupied Bi6s�O2p valene band as the perolation threshold is reahed. (d) The undistorted ubi phaseof a nonsuperonduting metal at x = 1. A Fermi liquid state with the Fermi level EF is shown(ii) The in�nite three-dimensional perolatingFermi luster is formed from the BiL2O6 otahedraalong the [100℄-type diretions. The empty fermioniband overlaps the �lled one, and F therefore beomesa ondution band. Overoming the perolation thres-hold provides the insulator�metal phase transition andthe formation of the Fermi-liquid state for x � 0:37.The valene eletrons previosly loalized in the BiL2O6omplexes beome itinerant inside the in�nite Fermiluster.(iii) The pair loalization energy disappears,Ea � 0, and therefore, loal eletron pairs originatingfrom the BiO6 omplexes an move freely providinga bosoni ontribution to the ondutivity. In themetalli phase, two types of arriers are present:the itinerant eletrons from the BiL2O6 omplexes(fermions) and the deloalized eletron pairs fromthe BiO6 omplexes (bosons). Although the normalstate ondutivity is mainly due to the fermionisubsystem, the ontribution of the bosoni subsystemwas also observed by Hellman and Hartford [43℄ as thetwo-partile normal state tunneling.

As a result, at doping levels x � 0:37, we have anew type of a spatially separated mixture of the bosoniand fermioni subsystems desribing both metalli andsuperonduting properties of BKBO. We stress thatbeause fermions and bosons belong to the omplexeswith di�erent eletroni strutures, the Fermi and Bosesubsystems are spatially separated at any doping level.These subsystems are related by2nB + n̂F = 2n0; (2)and 2nBn̂F = 1� x1 + x : (3)The pair destrution is prevented by a su�iently highvalue of the binding energy, whih beomes apparent asthe pseudo-gap Eb = Eg � 0:5 eV [44℄ in superondut-ing ompositions. The unpairing is possible only un-der the optial exitation to the band F 0 (see Fig. 3),whih does not play any role in the harge transport.At x = 1, all the BiO6 otahedra are transformedinto the BiL2O6 ones. The Bose system disappears704
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Fig. 3. A sketh of the one-partile density of states for Ba1�xKxBiO3. The ontributions of the bosons NB(E) and thefermions NF (E) are depited separately beause bosoni and fermioni states are spatially separated. The �lled (dark grey)and the unoupied (transparent) bosoni bands orrespond, respetively, to the ontributions of the eletron and the holepairs. The bands are separated by the ativation gap 2Ea, whih is lowered with the doping level x. An empty fermioniband F 0 orresponding to the destrution of pairs is separated from the oupied bosoni band by the optial gap Eg. Anempty fermioni band F is formed due to the splitting of the free level L2, whih arises from the spatial overlap of theBiL2O6 otahedra. The �lled fermioni band (grey) represents the Bi6s�O2p valene band. The band F 0 and bosoni bandsderease as the doping inreases, beause the number of the eletron pairs dereases, while the band F grows due to theinrease of the number of free levels. A Fermi liquid state is formed (), (d) as a result of the overlap between the F bandand the Bi6s�O2p valene band(nB = 0) together with the exited fermioni bandF 0. Therefore, KBiO3 must be a nonsuperondutingFermi-liquid metal (see Fig. 2d and Fig. 3d).We note that a metalli KBiO3 ompound ex-ists only hypothetially beause the potassium solu-bility limit x � 0:5 is exeeded in BKBO. However,BaPbO3, whih an be viewed as an eletroni ana-logue of KBiO3, demonstrates the metalli but not thesuperonduting properties. Reent attempts to syn-thesize KBiO3 at a high pressure have shown that onlyK1�yBiyBiO3 with a partial replaement of the K+ ionsby the Bi3+ ones is formed [45℄. This replaement mustlead to the appearane of the BiO6 otahedra with theloal eletron pairs, and the ompound K1�yBiyBiO3must therefore be superonduting in aordane withthe above disussion. Indeed, superondutivity withT = 10:2K was experimentally observed in this om-pound [45℄.Our analysis implies that BaPbO3 must be super-onduting at a partial substitution of the Ba2+ ionsfor the trivalent ions beause this substitution produes

loal eletroni pairs as in the ase of K1�yBiyBiO3.Thus, using the La3+ doping, it is possible to ob-tain the spatially separated Fermi�Bose mixture inBaPbO3. Reently, we have suessfully produedBa1�xLaxPbO3 using the high-pressure synthesis teh-nique. Superondutivity at T = 11 K observed in thisnew ompound [46℄ is a diret evidene in favor of theabove senario.At the end of this setion, we note that our under-standing of the insulating state in the parent BaBiO3is very similar to the theoretial model by Taraphder etal. [15; 16℄. We agree with the authors of Refs. [15; 16℄on the following prinipal positions: i) the presene ofthe eletroni-mediated (Varma's type) pairing meha-nism; ii) the existene of the harge �2e bosoni boundstates that dominate transport properties of BaBiO3;iii) the explanation of the nature of both the transportand the optial gaps.However, our desription of the K-doped systemsstrongly di�ers from their model. Going from insu-lating BaBiO3 to superonduting BKBO (x � 0:37),14 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 3 (9) 705



A. P. Menushenkov, K. V. Klementev, A. V. Kuznetsov, M. Yu. Kagan ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 3 (9), 2001Taraphder et al. were fored to hange the nature ofthe pairing mehanism from the real-spae pairing tothe k-spae one. Thus their desription of the super-onduting state does not di�er from the traditionalBCS desription that has been disussed for BKBO,e.g., in [12; 13; 47℄.Using our EXAFS results [21; 22℄, we onsistentlyexplain the insulating and the superonduting statesin BKBO within a single approah. In ontrast toRefs. [15; 16℄, we showed that the real-spae bosons donot disappear in the metali region of BKBO and thatthey are responsible for superondutivity. At the sametime, the Fermi liquid appears in the BKBO system be-ause of the overlapping of the oupied valene bandlevels and the free ones when the perolation thresh-old x = 0:37 is overome. An interplay of these Boseand Fermi subsystems explains the main properties ofBKBO. 3. DISCUSSIONTaking the existene of the double-well potential inBa1�xKxBiO3 into aount, one an onsider super-ondutivity in this ompound in the framework of theanharmoni models for HTSC [48; 49℄. As shown inthese models, if the oxygen ions move in a double-wellpotential, an order-of-magnitude enhanement of theeletron�lattie oupling onstant follows automatial-ly from a onsistent treatment of this motion.However, as shown above, the double-well potentialarises in the bismuthates from di�erent eletroni �ll-ings of the nearest otahedra and the tunneling of loalpairs between them. The existene of the double-wellpotential in the metalli phase of BKBO (x � 0:37)therefore indiates that the real-spae bosons do notdeay with doping. There are at least two additionalexperimental on�rmations of this fat: i) the observa-tion of the optial pseudogap in superonduting om-position [44℄; ii) the existene of two types of hargearriers with heavy and light masses [43; 50℄. These ex-perimental fats allow us to onsider superondutiv-ity in the bismuthates as the motion of loal eletronipairs. This motion is orrelated with the oxygen ionvibrations in the double-well potential and leads to thetransformation of the Bose otahedral omplexes to theFermi ones and vie versa in the dynamial exhangeproess BiO6 $ BiL2O6. The interplay between theBose and the Fermi subsystems is losely related to thesuperondutivity analyzed below in more detail.

A. The Fermi�Bose mixture HamiltonianWe �rst onsider the Hamiltonian of the Fermi�Bose mixture (see, e.g., Ref. [51℄)H = HB +HF +HFB (4)in the spatially separated ase,HB = Z d3r��(r) �� ~22mBr2��(r) ++ 12UBB Z d3r d3r0��(r)��(r0)�� Æ(r� r0)�(r0)�(r);HF = Z d3R	��(R) �� ~22mF r2�	�(R) ++ 12UFF Z d3Rd3R0	��(R)	��(R0)�� Æ(R�R0)	�(R0)	�(R);HFB = Z d3Rd3r��(r)	��(R)�� UFB(r�R)�(r)	�(R);
(5)

where � and 	� are bosoni and fermioni operators,and mB and mF are the e�etive masses of bosons andfermions. The most important property of Eq. (5) isthat fermions and bosons are spatially separated, andmoreover, the potential UFB has a double-well shape atthe boundary between the bosoni and fermioni sub-systems. This fat is ruial for mathing our modelwith experimental data on the loal struture and forthe explanation of superondutivity. Obviously, realis-ti Hamiltonians are more ompliated, and the quan-tities UBB , UFF , and UFB inlude not only the diretinterations between bosons and fermions, but also in-diret interations via the lattie. The last ontribu-tion ould be dynamial in priniple, and the pitureould therefore hange in time, thereby leading to a dy-namial version of the real-spae separation. We notethat the bosoni Hamiltonian HB in Eq. (4) is gen-erated from the eletroni band with a strong attra-tion between eletrons (see Refs. [15; 16; 41℄). We thushave two generi spatially separated eletroni bands:one with a strong attration between eletrons and theother with a repulsion.We must solve Hamiltonian (4) together with theequation for the partile number onservation obtainedfrom Eqs. (2),2n = 2N
 = 1
 Z 2nB(r) d3r + 1
 Z n̂F (R)d3R; (6)706



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 3 (9), 2001 Superondutivity in Ba1�xKxBiO3 : : :where nB(r) = h��(r)�(r)i;n̂F (R) =X� h	��(R)	�(R)i; (7)and 
 is the volume of the system. In aordane withEqs. (3), we also have 2nB=n̂F = (1� x)=(1 + x).We onsider the system of equations (4)�(7) in theHartree�Fok approximation. By analogy with theFermi�Bose mixture 7Li�6Li in a magneti trap [51℄,it is onvenient to introdue the e�etive external po-tentials for fermions Uext(R) and bosons Uext(r) asUext(r) = 1
 Z UFB(r�R)n̂F (R) d3R; (8)Uext(R) = 1
 Z UFB(r�R)nB(r)d3r: (9)Following Ref. [52℄, we then obtainHHF = ~HB + ~HF ;~HB = Z d3r��(r) �� ~22mB �2�r2++ UBB(r)nB(r) + Uext(r)��(r); (10)~HF = Z d3R	��(R) �� ~22mF �2�R2++ UFF (R)n̂F (R) + Uext(R)�	�(R): (11)Equations (10) and (11) self-onsistently desribe theinteration between the Fermi and Bose subsystems.However, in ontrast to the Fermi�Bose mixture mod-els disussed previously (see Se. 1), the relation be-tween the onentration of the bosoni and fermioniquasipartiles is independent of the temperature anddepends only on the doping level x in aordane withEq. (3).The theoretial analysis of the above equations isbeyond the sope of this paper and will be publishedelsewhere. We only note that the potential Uext(r)in (10), whih is the ontration of the Fermi�Boseinteration potential UFB(r � R) with the fermionidensity n̂F (R), also has a double-well shape, and thereal-spae bosons therefore live in the e�etive double-well external potential. The maximum of this externalpotential orresponds to the point r = R at the bound-ary between the Fermi and the Bose lusters. Our esti-mate for the superondutivity ritial temperature isheavily based on this fat.

E1 E0[100℄BiL2O6BiO6 a b
Bi OxygenBiO6

BiO6
U !0dBiL2O6 BiL2O6

BiL2O6 BiL2O6
Fig. 4. A sketh of the dynami exhangeBiO6 $ BiL2O6 is shown in the BiO2 plane of theotahedra. (a) The breathing mode of the vibrationsalong the [100℄-type diretion of two neighboring ota-hedra with di�erent eletroni strutures. The BiO6 o-tahedron transforms to the BiL2O6 one and vie versadue to the eletron pair tunneling between the ota-hedra. An oxygen ion belonging to these otahedraosillates in the double-well potential. An oxygen ionbelonging to the equivalent neighboring BiL2O6 ota-hedra osillates in a simple paraboli potential. (b) Thedouble-well potential with the energy levels for thevibration of the oxygen ion. The following parame-ters desribe the tunneling barrier between the wells inBa0:6K0:4BiO3 at low temperatures [22℄: the tunnelingfrequeny !0 � 200K, the barrier height U � 500K,the barrier width d � 0:07Å. () The motion of a loaleletron pair entered on the BiO6 otahedron throughthe BiL2O6 : : : BiL2O6 Fermi luster. For detailed ex-planations, see the textB. Superondutivity in Ba1�xKxBiO3Taking the existene of the double-well potential inBa1�xKxBiO3 into aount, one an onsider superon-dutivity in this ompound as a long-range order that isestablished via the loal pair tunneling from one Boseluster to a nearest one over the Fermi luster along[100℄-type diretions.The pair transfer proess orrelated with the oxy-gen vibration (in other words, the dynami exhange)is illustrated in Fig. 4. The oxygen belonging to thetwo neighboring otahedra BiO6 and BiL2O6 vibratesin the double-well potential, and hene, the eletron707 14*



A. P. Menushenkov, K. V. Klementev, A. V. Kuznetsov, M. Yu. Kagan ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 3 (9), 2001pair tunneling between the neighboring otahedra o-urs when the ion tunnels through the potential barrierbetween the wells. Beause of this interonnetion be-tween the pair and the oxygen tunneling proesses, wean estimate the matrix element of the pair tunnelingas tB / !0e�D, where !0 is the tunneling frequeny,D = 1~ x1Zx0 jpjdx � d~p2MUis the semilassial transpareny of the barrier in thedouble-well potential, U and d are the barrier heightand width, andM is the oxygen ion mass. We note thatthe relatively small tunneling frequeny !0 = 200K(see Fig. 4) already inorporates all the polaroni ef-fets.A loal pair is transferred from one Bose luster tothe nearest one over a Fermi luster, whih, dependingon the doping level, onsists of several otahedra. Thepairs overome the Fermi luster step by step. A singlestep orresponding to the pair transfer into a neighbor-ing otahedron ours simultaneously with the oxygenion tunneling in the double-well potential. The tunnel-ing frequeny !0 is therefore the same for eah step.Assuming that the steps are independent events, theprobability of overoming the Fermi luster an be ob-tained as the produt of the probabilities of eah step.The matrix element of the pair tunneling through theFermi luster an then be estimated as t̂B / !0e�hNiD,where the average number of steps (whih is propor-tional to the Fermi luster linear size) an be obtainedfrom the ratio of the onentrations of the BiL2O6 andBiO6 otahedra. This gives the number of stepshNi � �1 + x1� x�1=3 :A natural assumption is that the ritial tem-perature of the onset of superondutivity is of theorder of the Bose�Einstein ondensation tempera-ture T / t̂Ba2n2=3B in the bosoni system with thelarge e�etive mass mB / 1=t̂Ba2. We reall thata3nB = (1 � x)=2 in our ase. For the parametersof the double-well potential obtained in Ref. [22℄ (seealso Fig. 4), we estimated T � 50K in Ba0:6K0:4BiO3,whih is larger than the measured T � 30 K.However, this estimate does not aount for thephase oherene arising due to the relation betweenthe vibrations of oxygen ions and the transfer of pairs.When a pair is transferred from one otahedron to an-other, the lattie has su�ient time to relax due to thelongitudinal strething phonons, eah time forming a

new on�guration before the next tunneling event o-urs. Taking the breathinglike harater of the oxygenion vibrations in the double-well potential into aount(see Fig. 4), it is natural to suppose that the breathingmode of eah otahedron is oordinated with its neigh-bors to guarantee a resonant tunneling along [100℄-typeaxes in the system.From the dispersion of longitudinal phonon modesstudied by the inelasti neutron sattering [53℄, it fol-lows that the breathing-type vibrations with the wavevetor qb = (�=a; 0; 0) are energetially favorable inthe superonduting ompositions of BKBO. Hene,a long-range orrelation of vibrations must our atlow temperatures when only the low-energy states areoupied. The bandwidth of the longitudinal streth-ing mode is of the order 100 K, and the temperatureT � T is su�iently high to exite the non-breathing-type longitudinal strething phonons with the wavevetors shorter than qb. The thermal exitation ofthese phonons leads to the destrution of the long-rangeorrelation between the breathing-type vibrations, andhene destrutively a�ets the long-range phase o-hereny of the loal pair transfer.We note that the anomalous dispersion of the lon-gitudinal strething phonons observed in Ref. [53℄ re-�ets the lattie softening with the derease of temper-ature due to the existene of a double-well potential inthe superonduting ompositions of BKBO. A similardispersion was also observed in the high-T upratesLa1:85Sr0:15CuO4 and YBa2Cu3O7 [54℄. The problemof the T limitation due to the phase oherene destru-tion is now extensively disussed (see [55℄ for a review).In view of the reent experimental evidene by Mülleret al. [56℄ for the oexistene of small bosoni andfermioni harge arriers in La2�xSrxCuO4, we alsoenvisage applying our senario to HTSC uprates. Be-ause the underdoped HTSC-materials are similar tothe phase separation on antiferromagneti (AFM) andparamagneti (PM) lusters [57�59℄, we suppose thatthe lattie an here play an assistant role by providing apair tunneling between the superonduting PM metal-li lusters via the insulating AFM barrier. It an alsoserve as a limitation for the estimate of the e�etiveritial temperature for the superonduting transitionin uprates. 4. CONCLUSIONSWe brie�y summarize the key positions of our on-ept.1. The parent ompound BaBiO3 represents a sys-708



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 3 (9), 2001 Superondutivity in Ba1�xKxBiO3 : : :tem with the initially preformed loal eletron and holepairs. Eah pair is spatially and energetially loalizedinside the otahedron volume. The loalization energyof a pair determines the transport ativation gap Ea.The binding energy of a pair is given by Eb = Eg�2Ea,where Eg is the optial gap.2. The spatially separated Fermi�Bose mixture ofa new type is possibly realized in the superondutingompositions Ba1�xKxBiO3 for x � 0:37. The bosonibands are responsible for the two-partile normal stateondutivity. The overlap of the empty fermioni bandF with the oupied valene band Bi6s�O2p providesthe insulator�metal phase transition and produes theFermi-liquid state. This state strongly shunts the nor-mal state ondutivity arising from the two-partileBose transport.3. The fermioni band F 0 onneted with the pairdestrution does not play any role in the transport.The exitation energy is su�iently high to guaranteeagainst the destrution of bosons (the pair binding en-ergy for superonduting ompositions is Eb � 0:5 eV).4. The pair loalization energy is absent forx � 0:37 (Ea = 0), and therefore, the bosoni andthe fermioni subsystems are separated only spatially.The interplay between them is due to the dynami ex-hange BiL2O6 $BiO6, whih auses the free motionof loal pairs in the real spae.5. The pairing mehanism in the bismuthates ismore likely of the Varma's type (beause of skippingthe �4+� valene by the Bi ion) rather than of thephonon-mediated origin. The existene of loal pairsand their tunneling between the neighboring otahedraare losely related to the presene of a double-well po-tential that desribes the vibration of the oxygen ions.The lattie is more likely involved in the superondu-tivity by providing the phase oherene for the motionof loal pairs in the real spae.We �nally emphasize that the senario of the Fermi�Bose mixture allows us to qualitatively desribe theinsulator�metal phase transition and the superondut-ing state in BKBO in the framework of a single ap-proah. To some extent, this senario explains theontraditions between the result of the loal sensitiveand integral experimental methods [18�24; 31; 40; 53℄.In addition, we suessfully synthesized new superon-duting oxide Ba1�xLaxPbO3 that an be onsideredas a diret evidene in favor of our model.Nevertheless, additional experiments are requiredto make a de�nite onlusion about the nature of su-perondutivity in these systems.We propose two diret experiments to test ourmodel. (i) To provide the Raman sattering experiment

of the superonduting Ba0:6K0:4BiO3 ompound usinga resonane optial exitation in the range of the optialpseudogap Eg � 0:5 eV. In this ase, a sharp inreaseof the amplitudes of some Raman modes due to loaldynami distortions must be observed at the pair de-strution energy in aordane with our model. (ii) Toprovide measurements of the inelasti neutron satter-ing in the Ba0:5K0:5BiO3 and BaPbO3 samples. Weexpet that the dispersion of the longitudinal streth-ing mode should derease with hanging the K dopingfrom x = 0:4 to x = 0:5 and should be absent in themetalli BaPbO3 ompound.Moreover, it is important to arry out more preisemeasurements of the spei� heat in the bismuthatesfor T � T. In the three-dimensional Bose gas, thespei� heat behaves as CB � (T=T)3=2 for thetemperatures T < T and CB = onst for T � T. Asa result, there is a �-point behavior of the spei� heatfor T � T. However, the Fermi�Bose mixture gives anadditional ontribution from the Fermi gas, CF � T .This ontribution ould in priniple destroy the �-point behavior of the spei� heat in the Fermi�Bosemixture. We note that the urrently available experi-mental results in the bismuthates [60℄ signal a smoothbehavior of the spei� heat near T, beause in allthe experiments, the ontributions of the Fermi andBose gases are masked by a larger lattie ontribution.We aknowledge fruitful disussions with N.M. Pla-kida, Yu. Kagan, P. Fulde, P. Woelfe, and A.N. Mitin.This work was supported by the Russian Foundationfor Basi Researh (Grant� 99-02-17343) and Program�Superondutivity� (Grant � 99010). M. Yu. K. isgrateful for the grant � 96-15-96942 of the Presidentof Russia. REFERENCES1. M. R. Shafroth, Phys. Rev. B 100, 463 (1955);M. R. Shafroth, Solid State Phys. 10, 422 (1960).2. A. S. Alexandrov and J. Ranninger, Phys. Rev. B 23,1796 (1981).3. G. M. Eliashberg, Sov. Phys. JETP 16, 780 (1963).4. A. J. Leggett, in Modern Trends in Theory of Con-densed Matter. Leture Notes of the 1979 KarpatzWinter Shool, ed. by A. Pekalski and J. Przystowa,Springer-Verlag, Berlin (1980), p. 14.5. P. Nozieres and S. Shmitt-Rink, J. of Low-Temp.Phys. 59, 195 (1985).709
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